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Abstract
Sustainable urban landscape planning must regard the effect of the nearby rural population as well as the urban society for the decision making on the spatial organization and arrangement of the cities. The cities like Bartın where is immediately surrounded by the villages, are under the pressure of the sudden incoming rural population. In fact, the core nearby population within the 10 km distance is approximately 26% of the total local population of Bartın central city whereas the global nearby population within the mean 20.5 km distance slightly exceeds that total local population. However, the core city center is not suitable for adequately servicing public open space for such population flow; is able to offer relatively qualified public open space for the average 1,500 persons. On the other hand, the public open space of the global city center is to a certain degree available for 26,250 persons. Nevertheless, the spatial composition of the public open space within the core city center is dominated by the squares, tea gardens and pedestrian trails while the public open space of the global city center varies in characteristics including the cemetery yards, parks, orchards and, especially long riverside trails. Consequently, in order to acquire more public open spaces to meet the necessities of the prospective additional rural population, the remaining parts of the riverside landscape within the global city center should be introduced to serve as recreational fields. Ultimately, urban landscape planning projects should also be extended towards the urban periphery for sake of incorporating some of the isolated forest patches into the urban forestry.
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1. Introduction
Urban landscape basically involves the natural and cultural components of a city together with their ecological integration fields (Steiner, 1999) within the certain visual boundaries. These natural and cultural components particularly form the urban land uses and therefore comprises the ecological networks among those land uses; ultimately constituting the urban landscape mosaic (Forman, 1995). Hence, urban landscape planning is actually the decision making primarily on the urban land uses considering not only their natural and cultural settings but also their ecological networks and social interactions among those land uses and surrounding environment (Turner & Gardner, 2015). Indeed, these integrated social interactions and their associated impacts are definitive on the urban landscape planning objectives. Therefore, sustainable urban landscape planning and design that consider the socio-economic structure of the urban and surrounding rural society, will be able to achieve coherent spatial organization and able to maintain harmonious urban design criteria in particular (Marsh, 2010). Nevertheless, particularly for the rapidly urbanizing and densely populated cities, proposed landscape and land use plans should be re-handled and revised (Sakieh et al., 2015). In addition, alternative landscape plans should be produced if required in order to adapt the prospective spatial reorganization and reconfiguration of the urban features.

Public open space is conceptually defined as the areal extent of a land serving the present society particularly to supply recreation (Randolph, 2004) and not covered by any of the shielding objects. Public open spaces constitute significant portion of the urban landscapes, which accommodate not only the local societies of the cities but also the external visitors such as the rural population around the urban vicinity. Indeed, urban greenery is included into the urban open spaces and most likely associated and referred with the urban open spaces. Because of their recreation potential, they play significant role for the public life within the cities in particular (Konijnendijk, 2008). Thus, the sustainability of these public open spaces must be ensured under the circumstances of sustainable urban landscape planning objectives and projects. Around this context,
development and enhancement of these public open spaces is one of the major tasks and goals of urban landscape planning.

Central city of Bartın Province has many connected villages, most of which are located within the urban vicinity. This situation leads to the constant interaction between those nearby villages and the city center, increasing the tendency of the rural population to frequently arrive the city center for economic, educational and healthcare reasons in principle. The rural population usually uses the public open spaces during their facilities within the city center. However, both the core and global city centers hardly offer available open space opportunities for that rural population, since the existing public open spaces already narrowly suffice to the urban local population partially thanks to the more public open space in the global city center. Therefore, the purpose of this study is to analyze and evaluate the effect of the rural population from the nearby villages on the urban landscape of Bartın central city. This study also suggests sustainable landscape planning proposals in order to avoid the centralization particularly around the core city center and to spread the local and rural populations primarily towards the global city center and then towards the urban periphery.

2. Material and Method

2.1. Site Characteristics of Bartın Province
Bartın Province is located between the 32°07′ and 32°56′eastern longitudes, between 41°20′ and 41°50′ northern latitudes at the northwestern Black Sea Region and covers 2,220 km² area (PDEU, 2018). Although the average altitude of the city center is 25 m asl., the topography of the province varies from coastal zones at the sea level up to the mountainous hillsides at the 1200 m asl. (Öztürk & Gökyer, 2015). More than half of the provincial area is covered by the forests (Gökyer et al., 2015) whereas more than a quarter of this provincial area is dominated by the agricultural areas (PDEU, 2018). The remaining part of the provincial area is either urbanized and urbanizing or locally built and constructed. The region where the Bartın Province exists, is included into the humid mesothermal climate regime (Atalay, 2011; Öztürk et al., 2017), with average annual total precipitation of 1033 mm and annual temperature of 12.6°C (TSMS, 2013; Öztürk et al., 2017).
The central city of Bartın Province is at least 10 km away from the Black Sea. There are 80,965 inhabitants which correspond almost 41% of the total population of Bartın Province (198,999), and which are settled within the central city and connected two towns (TSI, 2019a). The inhabitant number of 137 villages connected to the central city, is 74,051 which correspond to about 37% of the Bartın Province total (TSI, 2019b).

Bartın Province has three districts; Amasra, Ulus and Kurucaşile. Amasra and Kurucaşile are the coastal districts whereas Ulus is the internal district. Amasra with the central population of 6,085 (only 3% of Bartın Province total), is at least 16 km away from the Bartın city center and, has 30 connected villages (TSI, 2019b). The inhabitant number of these villages is 8,691, corresponding to only about 4% of the Bartın Province total (TSI, 2019b).

Ulus is the second closest district with 37 km distance to the Bartın city center and, has 8,262 inhabitants (only 4% of Bartın Province total) within the city center and connected two towns (TSI, 2019b). There are 68 villages connected to the Ulus District where 14,071 inhabitants live, which correspond to about 7% of the Bartın Province total (TSI, 2019b). On the other hand, Kurucaşile is the furthest district with 64 km distance to the Bartın city center and has only 1,877 inhabitants corresponding to only almost 1% of the Bartın Province total (TSI, 2019b). There are 28 villages connected to the Kurucaşile District, where 4,997 inhabitants live, which correspond to only almost 3% of the Bartın Province total (TSI, 2019b).

2.2. Methodology
In order to determine the spatial effects of rural population who daily visits the Bartın city center, some of its’ spatial and population characteristics should have been addressed to present the actual urban conditions and services. The determination of these spatial and population characteristics will also assist the exploration of alternative possible places that could accommodate the daily rural visitors compensating the existing spatial and social deficiencies, which then will support the prospective sustainable urban landscape planning. Hence, the spatial data indicating the connections within Bartın city center and between the nearby villages are based...
on the explicit Google Earth maps whereas the estimation of the population data are based on the literature survey.

The methodology of this study involves the calculation of these spatial and population characteristics of the Bartın city center and the surrounding vicinity including the connected villages. These basic spatial characteristics are the areal and peripheral extent of the core and global city centers, and the approximate areal and peripheral extent of the actual public open spaces that are recently supplied to the local and rural populations. Besides, the areal and peripheral extent of the alternative open spaces that are recently serviced to the local population whereas, that would potentially be serviced to the rural population, are also included within these mentioned basic spatial characteristics. These spatial characteristics of the core and global city centers were calculated based on the maps.

On the other hand, both the spatial and population characteristics of the connected villages, which primarily and frequently transfer rural population to the Bartın city center for their definite proper purposes, were to some extent revealed based on the calculation of their locational distances and populations. At a definite trivium on the Hamam Street, the center point of the Bartın city was marked. The locational distances; road distances, between the nearby villages and this Bartın city center point were determined based on the GIS (Geographical Information Systems) analysis and calculations using the ArcMap 10.5 (ESRI, 2016) and physical settlement maps. Dependent upon their locational distances, they were also classified as core and global nearby villages, and their associated populations were also referred. The villages that are at up to 10 km distance from the Bartın city center point were accepted as core nearby villages whereas the villages within and more than 10 km distance were accepted as global nearby villages.

Figure 2. Location of core (red line) and global (yellow line) centers of Bartın city (modified from Google Earth image of April 23th of 2018) together with certain field photographs (original).

3. Results and Discussion
The basic spatial characteristics of the core and global centers of Bartın city (Figure 2), indicating the areal and peripheral sizes of their recent and alternative public open spaces, are stated in the Table 1. According to the Table 1, the areal extent of the global city center is approximately 9 times of the core city center whereas its’ peripheral extent is almost 3 times (Figure 2). Although the core city center covers 34 hectares, it could only offer 3 hectares of public open space (Table 1), already one-fifth of which is shared by Cumhuriyet Square and surrounding open places (Bollukcu & Cengiz Gökçe, 2019). The remaining area of the already-limited public open space within the core city center, consists solely of few narrow squares and parks, tea gardens, pedestrian trails with pavements, and even barely the spaces around municipal parking lots, bus stops and sitting benches. However, out of those restricted spatial opportunities within the core city center, alternative public open spaces can be introduced particularly by the municipality, through pedestrianization and by uncovering some of the
public semi-open spaces. Yet these spatial opportunities scarcely attain 1 km area and 1.5 km peripheral extent (Table 1). In fact, streetscape designs especially for the riverside landscapes such as proposed by Cengiz (2012) in a study within the global center of Bartın city center, can also in some way be applied for the core city center in order to allow the pedestrian mobility along the riversides.

Table 1. Basic spatial characteristics of Bartın city center and vicinity.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Space</th>
<th>Areal Extent (ha)</th>
<th>Peripheral Extent (km)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Core city center</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>3.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Global city center</td>
<td>301</td>
<td>8.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public Open Space</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Core city center</td>
<td>~3.0</td>
<td>~3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Global city center</td>
<td>~50</td>
<td>~30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alternative Public Open Space</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Core city center</td>
<td>~1</td>
<td>~1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Global city center</td>
<td>~20</td>
<td>~10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The situation is to some degree different for the global center of Bartın city, which could provide more public open space relative to its’ overall areal space (Table 1). Moreover, the characteristics of the public open spaces tend to vary expanding from the core to the global city center. This variability depends principally on the fact that the proportion of the natural environment to the built environment, increases from the core to the global city center (Figure 2). Hence, gradually differentiating from the core city center, the public open space of the global city center is primarily composed of the cemetery yards, larger and greener parks together with orchards along the riversides, again riverside pedestrian trails with tea gardens, and roadside pedestrian pavements (Figure 2). Such flourishing green spaces among the concrete spaces indicates a sort of ecological conversion within the global city center (Figure 2). In this respect, ingredients of urban ecology differ from the components of the relatively natural and rural area ecology (Forman, 2016). Consequently, the alternative public open spaces that can potentially be supplied by the global city center are also larger than the core city center (Table 1). The introduction of these alternative public open spaces principally involve the activation of other riverside and roadside landscapes by planning and application of recreational facilities along these spaces. The natural and rural areas surrounding the cities are permanently under the threat of urbanization and urban expansion (Antrop, 2004), unless contrary landscape and urban planning strategies are implemented in order to promote sustainable urbanization (Wu, 2014). On the other hand, considering the expansion and sprawl potential of the Bartın city towards the surrounding natural areas, urban forests that would provide recreation opportunities for the public should be sought among the woodlands at the actual urban periphery. Indeed, Öztürk and Bolat (2012) suggested the recreation potential of six forest patches within the urban periphery outside the actual global center of the Bartın city, and they discussed their suitability for the urban forestry.

The population characteristics of the core and global nearby villages together with their mean distances to the center point of Bartın city, are presented in Table 2. Almost 5% of the total rural population of the villages connected to the Bartın city, lives within the immediate nearby (≤5km) of the city center (Table 2). This immediate nearby rural population also corresponds to almost 5% of the total local population (71,703) of the central city (TSI, 2019b). Nevertheless, the rural population within the core nearby villages (≤10km) is slightly more than one-fourth of the each total local and total rural populations (Table 2). For most of the societies, economy is the primary motive urging the rural population to the city centers (Kroll et al., 2012; Wu et al., 2014), which is accordingly followed by education and healthcare. The rural population of the nearby villages, visits the city center for similar particular purposes involving principally the commerce and trade, business and labor, education and training, medical treatment and healthcare, governmental and municipal issues, simply visiting and meeting, transportation and recreation. Amongst the commercial and trading factors, major bazaar within the core city center plays significant and crucial role on gathering and concentrating not only the rural population but also the local population during the bazaar days in particular (Koday & Çelikoğlu, 2011). Especially during these bazaar days, exceedance of the carrying capacity of the public open spaces within the core city center, necessitates the urban landscape planning in order to reorganize actual public open spaces and even to explore alternative ones.
Table 2. Population patterns of core and global nearby villages connected to central city of Bartın Province.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Core Nearby Villages</th>
<th>Global Nearby Villages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>≤5km</td>
<td>≤10km</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Villages</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean Distance (km)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>7.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rural Population</td>
<td>3,487</td>
<td>16,027</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The huge rural population of the global nearby villages (Table 2), always puts spatial and social pressure primarily on the core city center and secondarily on the global city center. In other words, there is a potential for the rural population of global nearby villages which in fact exceeds the population of the central city, to flow suddenly towards the city center. Therefore, this sudden agglomeration particularly around the core city center, which is under these circumstances far away from accommodating adequate public open space even for the local population, will not be scattered leading to the high population densities at certain concentration points. Merely 4 hectares of public open space could provide relatively qualified service only to 1000-2000 persons, which is complying with the variable open space planning standards given in the study by Veal (2013). However, the recent advances in the road conditions and means of transportation, supply the associated accessibility to the Bartın city center even from the furthest village at 43.2 km distance. Thereby the possibility of sudden population flow towards the city, can to some extent be solved within the global city center, which will serve public open space around 17,500-35,000 persons (see Table 1). On the other hand, the potential traffic problem as a result of such possible population flow should not be ignored, since that pressure will lead to parking lot problem as indicated for Safranbolu, Turkey (Dönmez et al., 2016). Consequently, sustainable landscape planning objectives should particularly be concentrated on the global city center, regarding the efficient land use planning for the actual and alternative public open spaces there.

4. Conclusions and Recommendations

Mostly the accumulation of the governmental, educational, healthcare institutions and the places of active business around the core and global centers of Bartın city have led to the aggregation of the local and rural populations within the core city center of Bartın. Therefore, the urban landscape and urban land use planning strategies should principally involve profound changes and decisions during the making of the city master and development plans. Moreover, sustainability of the recent public open spaces, discovery and development of the alternative ones are crucial for the urban landscape planning objectives. On the other hand, livable environment and social wellbeing within the city and the vicinity, can be supported through the introduction of the new public open spaces around the urban periphery and even at the countryside to serve for both the local and rural populations. However, this can be ensured by constructing the urbanization strategies and policies based on the landscape and regional scale plans.

Furthermore, sustainable landscape planning considering social basis of the region, intends to prevent cultural conflicts and unharmonious confrontations between the urban and rural populations in order to sustain public security within the city center. Otherwise, dependent upon these conflicts and confrontations, specific and customary crimes would be committed (Öztürk, 2019). Therefore, appropriate landscape planning and design projects that propose special arrangements and features, should be established within the context of the cultural conciliation between the urban and rural societies. In other respects, some precedent behaviors and properties of the urban society, which have not been adopted by the rural communities, cause incompatibilities for the usage of the open spaces within the city center (i.e. usage of the open spaces around the villagers’ bus stops for chatting and eating place by the urban dwellers). Besides, there are application differences between the urban and rural societies for such practices like locational recognition and waste disposal within the city, which should not be ignored during the design and placement of the equipment like city guide boards, waste and garbage bins. There are also access differences between the urban and rural societies for such fields like car parking and riversides, where should be designed and rearranged multifunctional for sake of compatibility with the authentic, natural and historical environment. Beyond all these incompatibilities for the urban public open space usages, the cultural means and varieties and the economic returns contributed to the city by the rural population, should seriously be taken into consideration (Öztürk, 2019).

General observations indicate that the population movement between the Bartın city center and the nearby villages tends to stay within its’ regular and controllable routines (Öztürk, 2018a). On the other hand, converter factors that are applicable for all the rural conversions, pose sudden population migration risks between the city and the nearby villages such as the establishment of the university, the construction of new settlements and the associated introduction of new recreational areas within either of the urban or rural landscapes (Öztürk,
2018b). Hence, solution-oriented multiple landscape and land use planning strategies must be developed against multiple models of sprawl scenarios, in order to absorb the possible negative impacts of these converters along the urban and rural gradients. This strategy development will also to some degree assist to moderate the prospective urban sprawl, unregulated rentier areas and uncontrolled social relationships (Öztürk, 2018a).
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